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Abstract 
In this note we describe constructions in the category of differential graded commutative algebras 
over the rational numbers Q which are analogs of the space F(X. Y) of continuous maps of X to 
Y, the component 2=(X, Y, f) containing f E _T(X, Y), fibrations, induced fibrations, the space 
T(rr) of sections of a fibration T: E + X, and the component ~(K,o) containing o E r(rr). 
As a focus, we address the problem of expressing rr*(3(X, Y, f)) = Hom(rr, (3(X, Y, f)), Q) 
in terms of differential graded algebra models for X and Y. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Discussion of results 
Our constructions arise from efforts to generalize to arbitrary f the following simple 
proof that for f = * = constant map and m > 1, 
n, (3(X, Y, *)) CC Q = n n,(y) @ H”-“(Xi Q) 
n 
if X is O-connected and Y is l-connected and of finite type. The proof proceeds as 
follows: for a space 2 with base point, let L(Z) denote the space of based loops and let 
2~ denote the Q localization of 2. Then ,~(YQ) is homotopy equivalent to a product of 
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and we have 
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Tn(~(x, Y, *,) @ Q = %(~(x, YQ, *)) = nm-I (L(F’(x, YQ, *), *)) 
= rm-1 (F’(x, L(yQ), *,) 
=II~,,,-l(~(X,K(~,(YQ),n- 1))) 
= f&--(x; T,(YQ)) = n&(Y) ~3 F-(X; Q). 
?I 12 
In order to describe our result, we recall some background material. Let A be the 
category of differential graded commutative algebras with unit over Q with differential 
of degree +l. If Y is a space, 0(Y) E A denotes the algebra of rational differential 
forms on the singular complex of Y (see [l]). Then A E A is a model for Y if AQ = 0, 
q < 0, and there is a map h : A + C?(Y) inducing an isomorphism in homology. If V 
is a graded vector space, possibly with V4 # 0 for q < 0, then Q[V] denotes the free 
graded commutative algebra generated by V. The algebra A is a minimal modeE for Y 
if, as an algebra, A = Q[V], V’J = 0 for q < 1 and dw is decomposable for all 2, E V. 
If Y is l-connected and finite type then 
V = n*(Y) = Hom(rr,(Y), Q). 
In [2, Theorem 1.51, it is shown that 3(X, Y, f) has a free model of the form 
Q[-/r*(Y)@H,(XQ)]/K (1) 
where z,(X; Q) = H-,(X; Q) and K is an ideal generated by elements in dimensions 
less than two. Recall that if (Q[U],d) . IS a free model for a space 2, then L(Z) has 
a model (Q[U’],d’) where UA = Un+i and d’ is a linear, that is, induced by a linear 
map of U’ to itself. Furthermore, rr*(L(Z)) = H,(U, d). To give a method for calcu- 
lating 7r* (F(X, Y, f)) we give a formula for d’ when Z = 3(X, Y, f). When f is the 
constant, d’ = 0. We give examples where d’ # 0. When f is not constant, we express 
L(F(X, Y), f) as the space of sections of a fibration. For this reason we work in general 
with sections of fibrations instead of 3(X, Y). 
2. The space of sections 
Let rr : E + X be a fibration, r(r) the space of sections of rr, and r(rr, 0) the 
component of r(rr) containing the section cr. We now express the loop space of r(rr, cr) 
as the space of sections of a related fibration. 
Let S’ = {z E C: ].z] = 1) an d v : X 4 F(S’, X) be the mapping which takes 
z E X into the constant loop V(X) at 2 and let ,!? be the pullback in the diagram: 
(2) 
Thus g consists of all loops o in E which lie entirely in a fibre. 
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Define 7r2 :k 4 E by 7r2(2, CY) = o(1). 
Lemma 1. The mapping 7r2 : l? + E is a jibration. 
Proof. This follows in a straightforward way using the fact that, for any space Y, 
Y x (0) x si UY x I x (1) 
is a retract of Y x I x S’. 
Let E be the pullback in the diagram 
(3) 
Proposition 2. The space L(~(R-, a)) of loops based at o is homeomorphic to r(r3). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of exponential law for function spaces. 0 
3. The algebraic constructions 
We now use the results of [2] to sort out an algebraic analog of the r(7ra) construction 
which will turn out to be a free model of the form 
Q [r* (W)) 8 WX; &I] /K 
with a linear differential. The space Y is the fiber of rr. Hence the homology of 
rr*(L(Y)) 8 H, (X; Q) with respect to this differential is isomorphic to 
7r* (L(T(7r, cr))) = 7r*+’ (r@r, CJ)). 
We say a mapping p : B + A in A is a nilpotent, finite type fibration (NFF) if 
A = B @ Q[V], p(b) = b @ 1, and V4 = 0 for q < 0. In addition, we require that V 
have a basis {vi} such that dvi is a polynomial in the vj, j < i, with coefficients in B 
and dimvi + CC as i -+ oo. We write B[V] for B @ Q[V]. An algebra A E A is free 
nilpotent and finite type (FNF) if Q + A is a NFF and is minimal if, in addition, A0 = Q 
and dv is decomposable for all v E V. 
Suppose rr : E -+ X is a fibration. We say that an NFF p : B + A in A is a model for 
rr if there are homology isomorphisms Ici and lc2 making a commutative diagram: 
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If p: B -+ A = B[V] is a model for 7r: E + X, then Q[V] is a model for the fibre F 
of rr. In [2, Theorem 4.21, we proved the following. 
Theorem 3. If n : E + X is a nilpotent of finite type jibration, X has a model B 4 
L?(X) and both X and E are O-connected, then x has an NFF model p: B + A. 
Letp:B~AbeaNFFandf:B~Camappingind.Letf*AEdbethepush 






commutative. Then, f*A = C 8 A/U where U is the ideal in C @ A generated by 
elements of the form 1 ED p(b) - f(b) @ 1. 
Proposition 4. Let p : B -+ A be a model for the jibration x : E -+ X and f : B + C 
a model for the continuous mapping g : Y -+ X. Then p : C + f *A is a model for the 
inducedjibration g*E 4 Y. Furthermore, if D is the differential on C[V] given by 
D(c @ U) = (d&)) ‘8 21 + (-l)“‘c @ (f @ l)dA(v) 
then the mapping ‘p : C @ B @ V + C @ V given by 
cp(c @ b @ 7I) = cf(b) 63 21 
induces an isomorphism f *A 4 C[V] as jibration over C. 
The proof is straightforward. 
For A, B E A with all B’J finite-dimensional, we define the function algebra 
F(A, B) E A as follows: 
Let B, be the differential graded vector space defined by B, = Hom(B-q, Q) and 
dB, the dual of dB. Then A @ B, is a graded differential vector space and Q [A @ B,] 
is a graded algebra with a differential coming from the tensor product differential. We 
define the function space F(A, B) in A by 
F(A, B) = Q[A @ &]/I, 
where I is the ideal generated by all elements of negative dimension and their differen- 
tials, 1 @ 0 - p(l)l, and all elements of the form 
a102 @P - C(-l) ‘az”P:’ (a1 63 p,l) (a2 @ p:‘), (4) 
where A is the dual of multiplication in B and A(p) = C /3( @ /?,“. In [2, Theorems 3.3 
and 3.51, it is shown that I is closed under differentiation and if A = Q[V] is FNF, the 
inclusion map V @ B, c Q[V @ B,] induces an algebra isomorphism 
Q[V @ &I/J = F(A, B) 
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where J is the ideal generated by all elements of negative dimension and their differen- 
tials. In addition, the following is proved: 
Theorem 5. Let X be a connected finite CW complex, Y is a nilpotent space of finite 
type, A an FNF model for Y and B a model for X. Then F(A, B) is a model for 
3(X, Y). 
If p : B + A is an NFF, we define its space of sections to be the algebra in A given 
by T(P) = F(A, B)IK w h ere K is the ideal generated by elements of the form 
p(b) @ p - (- l)““q3p(b) 1 
b E B, ,!I E B, and a(n) = [(n + 1)/2]. If s: A + B is a section of p, we define the 
component of r(p) containing s by F(p, s) = r(p)/M where n/r is the ideal generated 
by elements of the form a @ /3 - ,!3(s(~~))l, for Ia @ PI = 0 and the differentials of these 
elements. In [2, Theorem 4.51, it is shown that the inclusion V @ B, C A @ B, induces 
an algebra isomorphism 
Q[V @ B*lIN = T(P) 
where N is the ideal generated by elements of negative dimension and their differentials. 
In addition, the corresponding result for r(p, s) holds and r(p, s) is FNF if BQ = 0 for 
q > k, some k. The following is also proved: 
Theorem 6. Zf p : B -+ A is a modelfor an NFF n : E + X and BQ isjnite dimensional 
and zero for q large, then r(p) is a model for r(r). Furthermore, if s and o are 
corresponding sections, r(p, s) is an FNF model for r(x, a). 
4. A model for Il(n3) 
We now construct a model for the fibration 7r3 : ,? + X of diagram (3) and its space 
of sections. This is accomplished by constructing algebraic analogues of diagrams (2) 
and (3). We take T = Q[t], ItI = 1, dt = 0 as a model for S’ and let T, be its dual with 
basis {L,T} dual to {l,t}. Let p: B --) A = B[V] be a model for rr: E + X. Denote 
~~~~andv~r~V~T,byvand;iisothatVand~={8}~V~T~.Weexpress 
the map p, : F(B: T) + F(A, T) induced by p, as a fibration. Let 
4 : F(B, T) [VI [v] + JV, T) 
be the algebra map which sends u E F(B, T) to p*(u) and 1: and V to themselves 
viewed as in F( B[V] , T). The proof of Theorem 3.5 in [2] extends to prove that 4 is an 
isomorphism. The relations (4) show that C#J is surjective and the machinery of the proof 
of Theorem 6 shows that it is injective. We calculate, in an example, dv E F(B, T)[V] 
and dg in F(B,T)[V][fT]. Suppose dw = b’utvz in B[V], Then, identifying %I and ‘u @ L, 
the same formula holds in F(B, T) [VI. Using the relations (4) and the fact that AT = 
‘T @ 1 + 1 CC 7, we have 
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dii = d(7l@ T) = (dv) @ 7 = bw1212 @ 7 
= bTJ,~* + (-l)‘u2’bFijl%)* + (-l)‘~IL’+ @J r)?J1?Jz. 
The model for v : X + F(S’ , X) which sends II: to the constant loop at z is 
g:F(B,T) = Q[B@T,] --+B 
which sends b @ L to b and b @I 7 to 0. Since g*F(A,T) = B[V][v], it follows that 
B --f B[V][F] . 1s a model for ~1 : E -+ X, in which case the formulas in the above 
example for dw and & are correct except the b @ 7 term is replaced by 0. The model 
for 7rl : E --+ E is the inclusion B[V] c B[V] [v] and the model for CY :X + E is 
s : B[V] + B. Hence the model for 73 : k ----f X is B -+ s*B[V][v] = B[v] so that the 
model for r(ps) is Q [v @ &I/N. Returning to the example we have 
d,(v’/3) = (a) @/3+ (-l)‘%@ddp. 
By relations (4) 
bV,~~~P=C(-l)l~z”~l’(421, @P;)(D#/3;) 
= C(-l)lszlla:l~~(s(bv,))~~ @ 0,’ 
where AD = C/3: @ /I:. A similar argument yields 
b%v2 @P = x(-l) ~BI~(I~?I+B:~):(~(~~~))u~ @ ,/$‘. 
Thus 
where E: = (- 1) l=lII& and $ = (_l)lvzl+lvlI(lSI+IP;I). 
Note that d is a linear mapping of v@B, to itself. To construct a connected FNF model 
M for a component of r(ps) one takes a section T : B[v] -+ B and defines A4 to be 
Q[v@E& ] modulo negative dimensional elements and elements of the form YJ@/3 - P(r?J) 
and d(a@/l) with Iv@@] = 0 [2]. Then rr*(r(ns)) is isomorphic to H*(M/x, c5) where 
2 is the decomposables in M. Using T when d is linear only influences H,(M/%, 6) 
for q = 0. In addition M/B = v@B,. Thus H,(v@&, d) = @‘(F(vr, a)), q > 0. If 
one removes the bars in the above formulas for d(??@@) and denote resulting differential 
by6:V~~B,~V~B,,thenH,(V~B,,S)~:*(r(~,a)),q>1. 
To deal with 6 in the general case, we introduce partial derivatives into A = B[V]. 
Suppose {tii} is a basis for V and u E A = B[V]. We define k/dvi by 
i3b/C3vi = 0 for b E B, 
aujpv~ = sij, 
a(u,u2)/aui = (aui/avi)u2 + (-1) I~III%1au2/avi. 
Following the same procedure as in the example, one see that 6 is given as follows: 
Theorem 7. Let v C3 0 E V 8 B,. Then 
h(% @p) = c b;(s(a(dt#$))q 8 bk’ + (-l)‘Vk’uk @d/3. 
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Theorem 8. Suppose T : E -+ X is a NFF with 1-connected$bre and X finite dimen- 
sional and finite type. Suppose further that c is a section of T and p : B + B[V] is a 
model for T : E + X with section s corresponding to u. If Bq is jinite dimensional for 
all q, then 
7rq(Qr, o)) = Hq(V @ B,, 6) 
for q > 1. (Actually the formula is also correct for q = 1.) 
In [2] a change of basis procedure is described by which one can replace (v @ 
B, , 6) by (V 8 IT, (B,), 6’). In particular, if B is formal, one can replace (B, , dB, ) by 
(H, (B,), d = 0) in the formulas for S to produce 6’. 
Finally, we give examples for the formula in Theorem 8. Let B = Q[z], 1x1 = 2, 
dz = 0, with basis {z”} and let {zk} be the dual basis for B,. Then 
Axk = c xi@xzj. 
i+,j=k 
Let A = Q[u,u, w], 1~1 = 4, 1~1 = 6, IwI = 9, du = dv = 0 and dw 
d(u ~3 xk) = d(u ~3 xk) = 0 and 
un. Then 
d(w @ 21c) = UU @ xh. = 22 (S(U)) (?J @ X&-2) + xs (S(V)) (U @ X&_3) 
= c(u @ 21~~) + e(v @ q--3) 
where S(U) = cx2 and s(v) = exs, c,e E Q. Since lwl is odd, s(w) - 0. Thus 
0 = s(dw) = S(W) = cex5 giving that ce = 0. Let X and Y be Q-local spaces having 
B and A as models (X = K(Q, 2n)). Let R(c, e), = rank(r,(F(X, Y, f))). Then 
1 form = 1,3,5.6,7,9, 
R(O,O), = 2 for m = 2,4, 
0 otherwise, 
1 for m = 2,4, 
R(l,O), = 0 form= 1,3, 
R(O, O), otherwise, and 
R(O, l)m = 
0 for m = 5,6, 
R(l,O), otherwise. 
We can change the above example into the nontrivial fibration situation E + X 
by taking dw = uw + jx*u + kx3u, j, k E Q. Then the s(w) = 0 translates into 
ce + je + kc = 0 and 
d(w @ xk) = (uv + jx2u + kx3u) @ xk 
= .2(+,) (u ‘8 xk-2) + 23 (s(v)) (u ‘% xk-3) + jv @ xk-2 + /‘XL @ xk-3 
= c(u @ Xk-2) + e(u @ xk-3) + ju @ Xk-2 + h @ Xk_3. 
Choices for c, e, j, Ic produce a variety of outcomes for 7r* (r(~, cr)). 
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